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Overview of Presentation
1. Who we are and why we believe measuring social-emotional 

competencies is important

2. What types of measures exist?

3. How are the CORE districts assessing student social-emotional skills?

4. What do we know about the validity and reliability of the CORE survey 
measures?

5. What is happening on the ground?

6. How does NIC and improvement science fit in?
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TransformEd supports school systems in assessing and developing students’ social-
emotional skills
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The CORE Districts offer a proof point for systematic measurement of 
social-emotional skills

• 9-district collaboration
• 6 districts operating under ESEA 

waiver
• Approximately 1,500 schools and 

1,000,000 students
• TransformEd is CORE’s lead strategic 

advisor on social-emotional skills
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CORE’s accountability and continuous improvement system balances academic, social-emotional, 
and culture/climate outcomes
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TransformEd & CORE used a research-driven process for prioritizing specific social-emotional 
(SE) competencies

Can be shaped by 
specific in-school interventions

Can be assessed reliably in 
a school setting 

Predicts important long-term 
academic and life outcomes

Meaningful

Measureable

Malleabl
e

Filter: The 3M’s

Key competencies that can be measured and taught in a 
school setting to help students succeed 

(e.g., self-management, social competence).
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CORE Districts prioritized four social-emotional competencies for inclusion in the School Quality 
Improvement Index

SE#Competency# Defini0on!

Growth#Mindset!
The belief that one’s abilities can grow with effort. Students with a growth mindset see 
effort as necessary for success, embrace challenges, learn from criticism, and persist 
in the face of setbacks. 

Self:Efficacy!
The belief in one’s own ability to succeed in achieving an outcome or reaching a goal. 
Self-efficacy reflects confidence in the ability to exert control over one's own 
motivation, behavior, and environment. 

Self:Management!
The ability to regulate one’s emotions, thoughts, and behaviors effectively in different 
situations. This includes managing stress, delaying gratification, motivating oneself, 
and setting and working toward personal and academic goals. 

Social#Awareness!
The ability to take the perspective of and empathize with others from diverse 
backgrounds and cultures, to understand social and ethical norms for behavior, and to 
recognize family, school, and community resources and supports. 
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These competencies were measured through a combination of confidential student self-report and 
teacher report measures

Student
Self-Report

Teacher	Report* Key	Contributors

Grades	K-4

Self-Management x Clancy	Blair	(NYU)

Social	Awareness x CASEL	/	AIR

Grades	5-12

Growth	Mindset x Carol	Dweck (Stanford)	&
Camille	Farrington	(CCSR)

Self-Efficacy x Camille	Farrington	(CCSR)

Self-Management x x Angela	Duckworth	 (UPenn)	

Social	Awareness x x CASEL	/	AIR

Measures by Grade Level, Competency, and Type

Note: Teacher report measures were used in 2 CORE districts as a complement to student self-
reports and were not included in the School Quality Improvement Index 
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As an example, the self-management scale included the following items:

Please answer how often you did the following during the past 30 days. During the 
past 30 days…

–I came to class prepared.

–I remembered and followed directions.

–I got my work done right away instead of waiting until the last minute.

–I paid attention, even when there were distractions.

–I worked independently with focus.

–I stayed calm even when others bothered or criticized me.

–I allowed others to speak without interruption.

–I was polite to adults and peers.

–I kept my temper in check.

(Almost Never, Once in a While, Sometimes, Often, Almost All the Time)

Source: Adapted from Patrick  & Duckworth (2013, May) Empirical support for a tripartite taxonomy 
of character in adolescents. Poster presented at the 25th annual convention of the Association for 
Psychological Science
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Student responses vary significantly on these scales

2% 7% 26% 39% 26%
0%50%

During/the/past/30/days,/…
Source: 2014-15 CORE Field test (data from district A, grades 6-12)
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The measures were piloted, field tested, and rolled out at scale over the course of three years

~9000 students 
participate in pilot of 

survey-based 
Social-emotional measures

450,000+ students 
participate in field test of 

survey-based social-emotional 
measures

All CORE schools 
administer survey-based 

social-emotional measures as 
part of the SQII

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16
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Validity: Students’ self-reported SE competencies correlate with 
academic and behavioral outcomes

Correlation of Student Self-Reports with 
Academic and Behavioral Outcomes
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Reliability: Internal consistency of the student self-report measures are high

Internal	Consistency	of	Social-Emotional	Measures	
(Cronbach's	Alpha)

Source: CORE / TransformEd Field Test (spring 2015)
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CORE data reports show the relationship between social-emotional 
skills and academic outcomes

Source:  Panorama Education 
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The larger 
the dot, the 
higher the 
percentage 
of youth in 
poverty.

Both	of	these	schools	have	similar	
math	outcomes	and	similar	levels	of	
youth	in	poverty	but	with	striking	
differences	in	SE	skills

Information on students’ SE skills can help differentiate between 
schools with similar academic outcomes

Source: CORE / TransformEd Field Test (spring 2015)
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Limitations of the SE measures CORE Districts have used

• Surveys lend themselves to a summative rather than interim measure

• Validity/reliability evidence is still emerging 

• As with other survey-based measures, these could be subject to gaming (especially if high 
stakes are attached) 

• Evidence regarding potential biases is just beginning to emerge

• So far, Harvard CEPR has found that reference bias does not seem to be a significant issue in the 
CORE data

• Need to ensure that these measures aren’t used to “blame the student”
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CORE Lessons learned 

• Be clear about key principles and non-negotiables

• District buy-in is critical 

• A multi-stage rollout can make measurement approaches more 
manageable 

• Prepare to iterate

• Don’t do it alone: this work requires multiple partners
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What does this look like on the ground?
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SEL	Working	Group

Comprised of over 10 SFUSD educators.

Expertise of this group includes:
• Practitioners	of	PAX	Good	Behavior	Game
• Behaviorist	and	Special	Education	Coach
• Classroom	Teachers
• Early	Education	Coach
• Stanford	Doctoral	Student
• Staff	members	from	Research,	Planning	&	Assessment
• Staff	members	from	Pupil	Services	Office
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Development	Process	for	SEL	Working	Group

Revise	SEL	statements	on	Report	Cards	based	on	4	rounds	of	teacher	feedback

•Over	60	teachers	from	31	school	sites

Revise	the	SEL	statements	on	Report	Cards	based	on	parent	feedback	from	parent	
groups	 (Parent	Advisory	 Committee	(PAC),	Family	Liaisons,	Mission	Graduates,	Parent	for	
Public	Schools	 (PPS)

•Over	160	parents	either	responded	 via	survey	or	during	meetings
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Feedback	Cycle		&	Engagement	with	Educators

Teachers want a clear guide 
for providing grades, and a 
clear progression of learning 
to help students improve

Proficiency levels will now be 
measured on a 4 point scale 
progression
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San Francisco Report Cards 
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Feedback	Cycle		&	Engagement	with	Educators

Teacher Guides will 
be provided to 
support teachers in 
evaluating student’s 
SEL skills in a 
holistic manner 
across contexts
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Feedback	Cycle		&	Engagement	with	Families
Families want to know how their child is 
doing, and what they can do to help

Parent Guides will now be translated into
5 languages: 

• Arabic 
• Vietnamese
• Tagalog
• Chinese
• Spanish
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Impact	&	Implications

• Develop	a	shared	vision	recognizing	 the	critical	importance	of	SEL	for	student	success

• Create	a	common	 language	for	SEL	in	SFUSD	for	all	students,	 teachers	and	families

• Promote	common	best	practices	to	support	SEL	

• Collaborate	with	content	area	colleagues	to	support	 SEL	during	 content	area	PD

• Build	a	common	understanding	 of	the	four	SEL	areas	in	grades	TK-5

• Make	improvements	based	on	feedback	collected	throughout	 the	2016-17	school	year
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TransformED	approach	with	districts	and	states:

•Improvement	Science
•Networked	Improvement	Communities	 Choosing 

Competencies

Selecting
Measurement

Communication Plan

Improving 
Practice
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Improvement Science

What	do	we	want	to	achieve?

How	will	we	know	that	a	change	
is	an	improvement?

What	changes	can	we	make	that	
will	result	in	improvement?
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Improvement Science
1. Make the work problem-specific and user centered
2. Variation in performance is the core problem to address
3. See the system that produces the outcomes
4. We cannot improve at scale what we cannot measure
5. Anchor practice improvement in disciplined inquiry
6. Accelerate improvements through networked communities

*Carnegie Foundation:  6 Core Principles of improvement
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Networked Improvement Community

"learn fast and implement well," as 
opposed to "going fast and learning 
slowly.” 

Learning to Improve:  How America’s Schools Can Get 
Better at Getting Better
Bryke, Gomez, Grunow, LeMahieu
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Networked Improvement Community
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Contact Information

Sara Bartolino Krachman, Co-Founder & Executive Director

Sara@transformingeducation.org

Katie Buckley, Director of Research and Assessment

Katie@transformingeducation.org

Richard Fournier, Director of District Partnerships

Richard@transformingeducation.org



Assessing What We Value 
at Scale

Adam Carter
Chief Academic Officer
Summit Public Schools



11 Summit Schools

Grades 6-12

2,500 Students across Two States







A personalized school
is designed to meet 
the needs of each & 
every individual 
student.  

We focus on  
four key elements of college 
and career readiness, and 
empower students to drive 
their learning and own 
their success.







• Emotional Intelligence 
•  Self-Directed Learning (SDL)
•  Learning Strategies 
•  Academic Mindsets
•  School & Classroom Culture

Common Language      |       Why This?     |     How to Assess



SELF-AWARENESS & 
MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL AWARENESS & 
INTERPERSONAL

DECISION-MAKING & 
LEADERSHIP

Emotional Awareness 
and Management

Identify and manage one’s 
own emotions and 

behaviors 

Social Awareness
Recognize the feelings 

and perspectives of 
others 

Decision-Making
Consider ethical, safety, 
and societal factors in 

making decisions

Self-Advocacy 
Recognize personal 

qualities and external 
supports

Cultural Competence 
Recognize individual and 

group similarities and 
differences 

Responsibility
Apply decision-making 

skills to deal responsibly 
with daily personal and 
academic situations.

Self-Directed Learning
Demonstrate skills related 
to achieving personal and 

academic goals

Effective 
Communication

Use communication and 
social skills to effectively 

interact with others 

Community 
Contribution 

Contribute to the 
wellbeing of one’s school 

and community.

Conflict Management
Demonstrate the ability to 

prevent, manage, and 
resolve conflict in 
constructive ways

EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE



EI PLP DIVE













SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING

1. Challenge Seeking
2. Persistence

3. Strategy Shifting
4. Appropriate Help-

Seeking

5. Response to Setbacks

Behaviors Cycle



SELF DIRECTED LEARNING

Why it matters
• success beyond our walls:  

holding students’ hands to the 
door of college is inherently 
different than giving them the skills 
and habits to succeed in and 
beyond college;

• skills employers want: these are 
the behaviors for which you hire;

• empowerment: knowing you have 
the skills to set and meet your 
goals is motivating, and a key 
component of our equity agenda

How we assess
Back-end Data Analysis
Internal Research Team

Partnership with SRI

What this means:
•Identify Patterns of Learning 

(Effective / Efficient)
•Administer Targeted in-

Platform Interventions
•Educator Administered 

Interventions





LEARNING STRATEGIES



LEARNING STRATEGIES

Why they matter
• increased self-efficacy:  “I can 

do this” mindsets;

• tangible, teachable building 
blocks: KWL, note-taking, 
chunking, graphic organizers—
these learning strategies are 
flexible, bite-sized, and teachable;

• part of a cycle of increased 
performance: having strategies 
leads to persistence and 
engagement in the face of 
challenge, which lead to 
academic growth and 
achievement

How we assess
Badging

How we badge:
•Demonstrated use of strategy

•Successfully
•Across contexts

•Metacognition:  Clearly 
explain “why”, “how”, and 
“when” to use the strategy











ACADEMIC MINDSETS

Why they matter
• predictive of academic 

performance: growth and 
achievement

How we assess

“Pop Up” Survey Questions 
embedded in learning 

contexts

Are
• Academic Belonging
• Growth Mindset
• Self-Efficacy
• Belief in Value of Work



Mindset 
“Pop Ups”



Mindset “Pop Ups”







Q&A

Please ask questions in the chatbox. 

For other iNACOL webinars, please visit http://www.inacol.org/events/. 


